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JAMES G. HODGE, JR., LANCE A. GABLE, and STEPHANIE H. CÁLVES

Volunteer health professionals (VHPs) are essential in emergencies to fill surge capacity and provide needed medical expertise. While some VHPs are well-organized and trained, others arrive spontaneously at the site of a disaster. Lacking organization, training, and identification, they may actually impede emergency efforts. Complications involving medical volunteers in New York City after September 11, 2001, led Congress to authorize federal authorities to assist states and territories in developing emergency systems for the advance registration of volunteer health professionals (ESAR-VHP). Through advance registration, volunteers can be vetted, trained, and mobilized more effectively during emergencies. The use of VHPs, however, raises multiple legal questions: What constitutes an emergency, how is it declared, and what are the consequences? When are volunteers liable for their actions? When may volunteers who are licensed or certified in one state legally practice their profession in another state? Are volunteers entitled to compensation for harms they incur? This article examines the legal framework underlying the registration and use of volunteers during emergencies and offers recommendations for legal reform, including: (1) establish minimum standards to facilitate interjurisdictional emergency response, improve coordination, and enhance reciprocity of licensing and credentialing; (2) develop liability provisions for VHPs that balance their need to respond without significant fear of civil liability with patients' rights to legal recourse for egregious harms; and (3) provide basic levels of protections for VHPs harmed, injured, or killed while responding to emergencies.

HISTORICAL AND MODERN RESPONSES to public health crises, natural disasters, and other emergencies that threaten individual and community health and safety have consistently featured support from volunteer health professionals (VHPs) such as physicians, nurses, public health workers, lab technicians, emergency medical responders, and psychologists.1–4 Emergency response planners count on such volunteers to fill surge capacity and provide needed medical expertise and related support functions. For example, after the terrorist attacks in New York City on September 11, 2001, more than 8,000 physicians across the country offered to respond to New York State's call for assistance.3,4

Some volunteers are organized, trained, and directed to respond through government programs (e.g., Disaster Medical Assistance Teams [DMAT], Medical Reserve Corps [MRC]), and private sector efforts (e.g., American Red Cross, Orthopaedic Trauma Association Mass Casualty Teams [OTAMCT]).5–8 Others simply show up at the site of a disaster or nearby healthcare facilities. These "spontaneous volunteers" are ready to help but lack organization, identification, credentials, and, ultimately, util-
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it. Rather than assisting in the emergency efforts, the presence of many uncoordinated volunteers can actually impede effective emergency responses.1,3,9

The experience of New York City hospitals during the September 11 tragedy exposed the difficulties that result from a proliferation of spontaneous medical volunteers. Some hospital administrators near the World Trade Center site reported that they were unable to use health professionals because they could not verify the identities or basic licensing or credentialing information for VHPs, including training, skills, competencies, and employment. Disruptions to standard telecommunications prevented hospitals from contacting other sources that could have provided verification.10

These complications led Congress to authorize the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) to fund and assist states and territories to develop emergency systems for the advance registration of volunteer health professionals (ESAR-VHP).11 Through advance registration at the state level, VHPs can be vetted, counseled, trained, and mobilized when needed for the benefit of individual and community health. Currently, states and territories are beginning to assess and register skilled medical professionals willing to volunteer their services during interstate and intrastate emergencies.

The establishment of interoperable, state-based registration systems will give emergency response coordinators and hospital administrators the ability to quickly identify and better utilize VHPs during emergencies and disasters, whether the responders arrive spontaneously or through a coordinated effort. These systems will also allow emergency planners to contact and mobilize needed personnel rapidly and, ultimately, to coordinate emergency responses at the regional or national levels using aggregated information.12

The Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), a division of DHHS, has taken the lead in facilitating the creation of advance registration systems through the ESAR-VHP program.12 Under the proposed HRSA guidelines, each state system will include readily available, verifiable, and up-to-date information regarding the volunteer’s identity, licensing, credentialing, and privileging in hospitals or other healthcare facilities that might need volunteers.12

The need for VHPs during emergencies is unquestioned. However, a series of legal and regulatory questions affect their use and participation. What constitutes an “emergency” sufficient for the initiation of volunteer efforts, how is it declared, and what are the legal and practical ramifications of such declarations? When may volunteers face civil or criminal liability for their actions in response to public health emergencies? When may volunteers who are licensed or certified in one state legally practice their profession in another state? Who will compensate volunteers for the injuries or other harms they incur while responding to emergencies? These and other legal issues pertain to the implementation of volunteer networks and can inhibit the full realization of volunteer services and contributions. Prospective volunteers may be reluctant to register and respond absent sufficient legal protections.

In September 2004, HRSA asked the Center for Law and the Public’s Health at Georgetown and Johns Hopkins Universities to assess the legal framework governing volunteers registered through ESAR-VHP.13 In this article, we present this framework, with a focus on providing meaningful answers to key legal questions for volunteers underlying their registration and use during emergencies. We also offer recommendations to address existing legal gaps or other impediments to effective registration and use of VHPs through legal or policy reforms at the federal or state level.

FRAMING THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT FOR VOLUNTEERS IN EMERGENCIES

Health professionals within the fields of healthcare and public health comprise an essential workforce whose efforts are necessary in any emergency where people face health or safety risks. Yet, health professionals in any particular setting (e.g., hospital, public health department, emergency care center) are a limited resource that can be quickly overwhelmed during emergencies. Additional skilled personnel will be needed to supplement the efforts of the existing healthcare workforce. Volunteer health professionals (i.e., healthcare professionals who render aid or perform health services on a temporary basis without pay or remuneration15) may be called on to supplement or perform the functions of government or private sector employees during emergencies. These volunteers, however, face different legal issues than their “nonvolunteer” counterparts. VHPs serve in a limited capacity, for a limited period of time, and in places or positions in which they may not normally practice. They may lack formal relationships with the entities they assist, which may affect their liability and workers’ compensation coverage. The use of volunteers during emergencies raises critical legal issues related to emergency powers, licensure and credentialing, civil liability, and protection of volunteers from harms.

Emergency Powers and Protections

The organized deployment of volunteers through ESAR-VHP presupposes emergency circumstances that justify the need for additional personnel. Nearly every state has laws that authorize the governor to declare a
general state of emergency or disaster in response to natural disasters, terrorism, or other crises. Some states further define and delineate procedures for the declaration of a “public health emergency,” consistent with the Center’s Model State Emergency Health Powers Act (MSEHPA). MSEHPA’s conception of a “public health emergency” is more targeted than that of a “general emergency.” Public health emergencies specifically involve catastrophic illnesses or health conditions that are the result of bioterrorism, emerging infectious diseases, or other serious threats to communal health.

The primary intent underlying an emergency declaration is to vest emergency management, public health, or public safety authorities with additional powers and duties to effectively respond. MSEHPA, for example, allows for the suspension of ordinary state regulations, use of available resources to facilitate emergency responses, and expedited powers to manage property and protect people. These powers include (a) waiver of state licensing requirements for healthcare providers from other jurisdictions (as discussed below), and (b) conferment of some liability protections to providers who volunteer.

These legal protections may be essential to the effective use of volunteer health professionals, but they come into effect only when a formal emergency declaration is made. During smaller-scale or localized emergencies that do not involve state-level concerns, a declaration of emergency may not be made even though volunteers may be needed to respond. Furthermore, VHPs could be needed to address urgent situations that are resolved quickly before an emergency is declared. Differing types of emergencies may lead to conflicting legal declarations that complicate government and private sector responses.

Ensuring Surge Capacity and Qualified VHPs

State laws and professional standards require comprehensive and methodical evaluation of a health professional’s qualifications and competencies as a prerequisite to professional licensure, credentialed status, or clinical privileges. In nonemergency circumstances, these systematic requirements ensure that health professionals are well-trained and capable of treating patients in specific settings. During emergencies, however, VHPs with varying skills, training, and expertise may be needed to provide care to and coordinate treatment of patients across state or territorial boundaries. It may not be possible to systematically evaluate these volunteers in real time through standard licensing, credentialing, and privileging processes. Advance registration systems like ESAR-VHP seek to (a) establish prequalified lists of volunteer health professionals who meet quality standards consistent with state licensure laws and professional credentialing standards, and (b) facilitate rapid deployment and evaluation of the skills, training, and capabilities of these volunteers by entities using them during an emergency.

To facilitate effective medical responses, some states have enacted laws that waive in-state licensure requirements or grant license reciprocity for physicians, nurses, and other emergency responders during emergency situations. Minnesota, Connecticut, West Virginia, Illinois, and Ohio, for example, allow physicians holding licenses or permits from other states to provide care during emergencies. In addition, most states have agreed, through compacts, to provide reciprocity of licensure for physicians and nurses among state partners for emergency purposes. The Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC), executed by 48 states and several territories, authorizes license reciprocity for healthcare practitioners in any member jurisdiction during “an emergency or disaster duly declared by the governor of the affected state,” an organized drill, or a training exercise. When one state requests assistance from another through EMAC, licensed professionals responding to the request may be considered licensed or certified in the requesting state for the duration of the emergency. Volunteers who are not responding pursuant to the EMAC request will not receive reciprocity, unless it is provided through other legislative or regulatory provisions.

Volunteers also must satisfy credentialing and privileging requirements to provide care in hospitals and other health facilities. Credentialing and privileging processes involve time-consuming reviews of the practitioner’s licensure, education, experience, specialty certifications, and other information that are not practical when potentially thousands of new patients need immediate care. Hospitals and other host entities must be able to quickly grant sufficient medical privileges to VHPs during emergencies.

The Joint Commission for Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) mandates that hospitals and other health facilities have systems in place for granting disaster privileges to practitioners from other institutions. Proof of membership in a disaster response team like the MRC, DMAT, or OTAMCT, which generally require advance credentialing, may promote rapid privileging in emergencies. These standards and policies help hospitals meet surge capacity in mass casualty situations while ensuring the quality of medical treatment and services provided by VHPs. However, additional expedited licensing and credentialing provisions are needed to fa-
cilitate the rapid professional evaluation of all potential volunteers.

**Volunteer Liability for Harms to Patients**

Questions of when civil or criminal liability should stem from the actions of volunteer health professionals during emergencies raise challenging, complex issues of responsibility, causation, and justice. Many of these legal issues are dependent on specific facts that do not lead to simple answers. Civil liability refers to the potential responsibility that a person may have for his or her actions, or failures to act, that proximately result in injuries or losses to others. Civil liability for medical malpractice or other claims may arise from a VHP’s breach or deviation from statutory, regulatory, or judicial requirements, contractual obligations, or policy statements.

Many claims are based on malpractice, which is grounded in the theory of negligence—that is, that an individual failed to adhere to a certain standard of care, resulting in an injury to another. The concept of standard of care is particularly relevant in emergencies when the medical capabilities of an individual practitioner or facility may be diminished due to scarcity of resources and the need to treat large numbers of patients. VHPs or entities who are found liable may be required to provide compensation for physical or mental injuries, property losses, or other damages. Criminal liability also can apply to VHPs during an emergency if their actions meet the elements of a crime (e.g., assault, battery, involuntary manslaughter).

To protect volunteer health professionals from a multitude of civil liability claims during emergencies, many states provide limited immunity or indemnification through statutory or regulatory provisions. Federal and state volunteer protection acts provide immunity to uncompensated volunteers working for government and nonprofit entities. These acts, however, do not grant liability protections to volunteers who provide services to for-profit entities or receive compensation for their services. Additionally, volunteer protection acts will not provide immunity from liability unless the volunteer is acting within the scope of his or her responsibilities, is properly licensed, and the “harm was not caused by willful or criminal misconduct, gross negligence, reckless misconduct, or a conscious, flagrant indifference to the rights or safety of the individual harmed by the volunteer.”

Governmental (or sovereign) immunity provisions protect government officials and employees from civil liability for actions performed in the scope of their employment. Some states extend sovereign immunity protections by statutorily providing emergency volunteers with the same rights and immunities as state employees. Similar protections may also extend to government contractors or volunteers working on the government’s behalf in some states. However, volunteers providing health services outside government generally will not be entitled to sovereign immunity protections. Furthermore, these protections are not available in jurisdictions that do not have sovereign immunity or where it has been waived for healthcare practitioners.

In emergencies, additional legal sources of immunity may derive from Good Samaritan statutes, emergency laws, and mutual aid compacts. Good Samaritan laws, found in every state, protect volunteers who render spontaneous care from civil liability. These laws typically apply to individuals who provide assistance at the scene of an emergency. Their scope of coverage varies from state to state. Often Good Samaritan provisions would not apply to volunteers rendering care in a healthcare facility, and in some states these provisions explicitly do not apply to health professionals.

Emergency statutes and mutual aid compacts, such as state public health emergency acts and EMAC, provide even broader (albeit varied) immunity protections for volunteers. Two important limitations of these provisions are (a) that their application may be limited to individuals acting in some employment or agency capacity with the state, and (b) they may only apply during a declared emergency.

Underlying this patchwork of liability and immunity protections across states are competing, legitimate interests of patients and volunteers. People receiving healthcare and services are entitled to some compensation for their injuries and losses that occur due to negligent or wrongful acts. Concurrently, volunteer health professionals and the entities that rely on them must be able to provide health services during emergencies without being subjected to crushing burdens of debt, ethical reviews, and societal blame for inevitable mistakes that arise in triage or other rapid healthcare responses. Balancing these competing interests is vexing during a public health emergency that, by definition, involves immediate, serious, disabling threats to communal health. In a mass casualty or triage situation, the risk of injuries to patients may significantly increase due to resource constraints, ambiguity about the standard of care, or inadequate coordination, information, or training. Coupled with uncertainty about their potential liability, health professionals and facilities may be deterred from participating.

**Compensation for Harms to Volunteers**

In addition to their potential liability for harms to patients are concerns among volunteer health professionals.
about the predictable harms they may experience in responding to emergency events. In their regular workplaces, health professionals (like all employees) are entitled to compensation for harms through government-administered workers’ compensation systems that provide limited benefits for work-related injuries or death, regardless of fault.\[^{41}\] The application of workers’ compensation benefits to VHPs responding to emergencies, however, is questionable. Workers’ compensation laws cover only “employees” and therefore exclude unpaid volunteers or gratuitous workers (like those registering through ESAR-VHP).\[^{13}\] Some states (e.g., Connecticut,\[^{32}\] Illinois,\[^{43}\] Ohio,\[^{44}\] and Wisconsin\[^{45}\]) and local governments explicitly extend coverage to certain volunteer workers by classifying them as government employees for the duration of an emergency. EMAC provides compensation for the injury or death of members of the state emergency management forces.\[^{23}\]

Even if workers’ compensation benefits apply, determining who is actually “employing” volunteers during an emergency is challenging. Which entity is to be considered the volunteer’s employer and which state’s laws (or federal law) will apply if the volunteer leaves his or her regular place of employment or crosses state lines to provide services? In many jurisdictions, volunteers’ existing employers are not liable for employee harms sustained while volunteering services elsewhere because the employees’ actions are outside their scope of employment.\[^{46}\] In states that do not view VHPs as government employees, a hospital or institution in which the volunteer is temporarily working may be responsible for workers’ compensation benefits, which raises concerns (and insurance premiums) for private sector hosts of volunteers.

Finally, workers’ compensation benefits apply only to injuries that occur at work.\[^{46}\] Volunteer health professionals who suffer harms outside of their volunteer settings are simply not protected. For example, a volunteer may become infected with a disabling condition through exposure in the emergency setting, but not at the place in which he or she volunteers. Since this injury did not occur while at “work,” the volunteer may be denied workers’ compensation coverage.

### RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TRANSFORMING THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT

The existing legal environment underlying the registration, deployment, and use of volunteer health professionals during emergencies is complex, inconsistent, and at times ambiguous. Lacking legal clarity and assurances, volunteers can only venture cautiously into service, guessing as to their potential risks, liability, and protections. We propose several recommendations to transform the legal landscape to protect the interests of patients and VHPs while facilitating effective emergency responses.

#### A Floor of Minimum, Consistent Legal Standards

A floor of legal protections for volunteers is necessary to achieve consistent minimum standards between states. Under the current framework, there is great variation in the legal protections available for volunteers amongst the states. As discussed above, some states provide for liability protection and workers’ compensation coverage for VHPs while others do not. The availability of legal protections may depend on (a) the specific profession or affiliation of the volunteer, (b) to whom the volunteer is providing services, and (c) whether or not there is a declared emergency. Health professionals may be reluctant to volunteer and face the risks of participating in an emergency response without clear legal protections. A minimum, consistent level of protections is necessary across all states to ensure that the risks of liability, professional admonishment, or uncompensated harm do not outweigh the altruistic instincts of potential volunteers.

The establishment of a floor of minimum legal standards for volunteers would achieve several results. By setting a baseline level of legal protections, it would guarantee that all volunteer health professionals would have a foundation of protection from risks of physical and economic harm resulting from their volunteer efforts. This guarantee encourages greater participation by VHPs, which would bolster the workforce available to meet surge capacity and improve overall emergency response efforts. Moreover, implementing a floor of legal protections will guarantee volunteers a predictable baseline level of protections that further interjurisdictional use.

Minimum standards should mandate cross-border licensure reciprocity; civil liability protections except in cases of willful, wanton, or criminal misconduct; and workers’ compensation coverage for all volunteers. This proposed baseline goes beyond the current floor of protections provided by the Federal Volunteer Protection Act, which applies liability protections only to uncompensated volunteers working for government or nonprofit entities.

Several approaches may be taken to achieve a uniform floor of legal standards across the nation. Congressional action may be used to (a) delegate regulatory authority to DHHS or (b) devote new grant resources to states that include the implementation of these standards as core conditions on receipt of these funds. Promulgating federal
standards is an attractive policy option, because they are influential and can be attached to spending allocations distributed to the states. Federal standards should not preempt state laws that grant additional legal protections to volunteers during emergencies.

A floor of legal standards can be implemented through other nonfederal options as well. For example, interstate emergency management compacts, including EMAC, could be expanded beyond their current scope. The existing structure of EMAC limits legal protections to “officers or employees of a party state.” This excludes many potential volunteers. The language of EMAC could be amended to extend legal protections to all volunteers responding to an emergency, whether or not they are officers or employees of the state. Alternatively, volunteer health professionals could be deemed state employees for the duration of the emergency so that they would come within the existing EMAC definition. While amending EMAC would be politically difficult, significant advantages underlie this approach given its wide adoption among states and territories.

**Balanced Liability Protections**

To reduce the risk of harm to people receiving healthcare and services that may result in civil liability, laws should embrace proactive planning and training activities for volunteer health professionals and healthcare entities that may use volunteers. Laws must further balance (a) the need for volunteers to act without fear of liability during emergencies and (b) the rights of people receiving healthcare and services to some legal recourse for injuries resulting from a volunteer’s care or treatment.

We recommend that medical personnel, volunteer or otherwise, should be immune from civil liability for healthcare services during declared emergencies, except when their acts involve willful, wanton, or criminal misconduct. Such a limitation is essential to ensure that people receiving healthcare and services have some form of recourse for egregious or intentional acts of medical negligence. Immunity could be provided to volunteer health professionals through explicit liability protections in state emergency health powers laws, like MSEHHA, interstate compacts covering volunteers, or the expansion of volunteer protection acts to cover all VHPs responding to emergencies.

We recognize that this recommendation largely eliminates individual causes of action for medical harms arising from noncriminal, non egregious actions of volunteer health professionals in favor of encouraging full participation of skilled, trained VHPs during emergencies. Limitations on civil liability, however, should not prevent people who are injured through medical care during emergencies from receiving some compensation. Federal or state governments could establish alternative compensation mechanisms for exempted claims outside the tort system. These may take the form of a discrete compensation fund—modeled after Social Security Disability Insurance, workers’ compensation programs, or the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program—to pay claims for people injured during emergency responses without assigning blame to VHPs or their hosts or involving costly court fees. However it is organized, the goal of a victims’ compensation program would be to permit people who are injured through emergency medical care to be compensated while providing volunteer health professionals with a level of liability protection to encourage them to participate in emergency response efforts. Undeniable costs of such a program are justified by principles of fairness and justice, providing affected individuals with protection from further losses resulting from negligent medical care.

**Compensation for Harms to Volunteers**

Volunteers may understand the nature of risks that confront them in response to emergencies, but few may be completely able to absorb the costs of significant harms through health insurance benefits or other resources. States and territories should apply workers’ compensation benefits to volunteer health professionals who are injured, disabled, or killed during emergencies. Volunteer health professionals should be defined as “employees” of the host jurisdiction during declared emergencies for the purposes of workers’ compensation provided that they are volunteering in some formal capacity. Volunteers would thus be covered under the state’s workers’ compensation plan like any state employee. This would also eliminate concerns among the volunteer health professionals’ nonemergency employers that their workers’ compensation plans may be affected.

Furthermore, existing limits on workers’ protections for occupational diseases should be restructured to expand coverage to volunteers who contract communicable conditions as part of their service during emergencies, regardless of whether the infection occurred in the workplace. This would have the effect of derailing inevitable postemergency debates in administrative tribunals as to the specific time and place in which a volunteer became infected. Volunteer health professionals offering their assistance during an emergency and risking their health and safety for the benefit of others should not have to defend allegations as to the specific way they contracted the condition that pervaded the workplace and community.
CONCLUSION

Protecting patients and the public’s health during emergencies requires the systematic efforts of volunteer health professionals. National, state, and territorial efforts to better organize and deploy VHPs through existing programs and state-based registries like ESAR-VHP facilitate their utility and roles in emergency circumstances. However, legal impediments may inhibit the effectiveness of registries or the full participation of some volunteer health professionals. Changes in the legal landscape after the declaration of an emergency heighten volunteer concerns about licensure, credentialing, liability, and harms. Gaps in liability protections and workers’ compensation across states and territories create significant questions for volunteers responding to emergencies. We suggest transformations of the existing legal environment to clarify and change, where necessary, applicable laws that encourage volunteer health professionals to provide timely and essential care during emergencies.
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